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June 19, 2001
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENTS
Application 2001-2-TEXT (requested by the Town of Fort Myers
Beach): Consideration of amending Comprehensive Plan Policy 4-C-6
to encourage landowners along both sides of Old San Carlos Boulevard
(see inset map) to build second and third stories over their storefronts
without being limited by the current motel-room equivalency factor.

This amendment was initiated by the Town of Fort Myers Beach to resolve an
apparent inconsistency between the town’s redevelopment plans for Old San Carlos
Boulevard and the current motel density limitation in Policy 4-C-6. The LPA held
public hearings on the request on April 17 and May 8, and recommended the
following change be adopted by the Town Council:

RECOMMENDATION: Amend Policy 4-C-6 as follows:
POLICY 4-C-6 – MOTEL DENSITIES: The Land Development Code shall specify
equivalency factors between motel rooms and full dwelling units. These factors may
vary based on size of motel room and on land-use categories on the Future Land Use
Map. They may vary between a low of one motel room and a high of three motel
rooms for each dwelling unit. (These factors would apply only where motels are
already permitted.) In order to implement the 1999 Old San Carlos Boulevard /
Crescent Street Master Plan that encourages mixed-use buildings with second and
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third floors over shops on Old San Carlos, hotel rooms may be substituted for
otherwise allowable office space in that situation and location only without using the
equivalency factors that apply everywhere else in the town. This alternate method for
capping the number of hotel rooms applies only to properties between Fifth to First
Streets that lie within 200 feet east and west of the centerline of Old San Carlos
Boulevard. Hotel rooms built under this alternate method must have at least 250
square feet per rentable unit.

REFINEMENTS MADE BY THE LPA
During the first public hearing on this request, LPA members expressed several
concerns about the original language they had considered:

P Instead of simply raising the hotel equivalency factor along Old San
Carlos, the proposed policy language seemed to give the impression of “the
sky being the limit” – partly because hotel rooms were being allowed in
addition to other uses, partly because there was no minimum size for
individual hotel rooms, and partly because it’s not clear how severely the
on-site parking requirements will limit the intensity of uses on these
properties.

P Hotel rooms were being seen as possibly the only economic engine to
revitalize Old San Carlos, even though some other uses might also be
economically viable for the second and third floors of buildings.
On May 8, the LPA selected the recommended language as the best way to resolve
their concerns.

AREA AFFECTED BY THIS AMENDMENT
As proposed above, this amendment would only affect properties between Fifth to
First Streets that lie within 200 feet east and west of the centerline of Old San Carlos
Boulevard.
The attached map shows this area bounded by a thin white line (the dotted line is the
centerline of Old San Carlos). The heavy outline shows the boundary of the
“Pedestrian Commercial” area on the Future Land Use Map.
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DISCUSSION
Planning for the redevelopment of Old San Carlos Boulevard began in the early 1990s
when the Estero Island CRA examined various concepts for rejuvenating Times Square
and the area around it. That effort culminated in specific proposals for converting Old
San Carlos into a pedestrian-oriented “Main Street,” with buildings having second
and third stories over shopfronts, as spelled out in a 1995 overlay zoning master plan
prepared the CRA’s consultant.
This design concept was carried forward in the town’s first comprehensive plan,
particularly in the Community Design Element, which reproduced this illustration
from the CRA’s plan and stated the following vision for Old San Carlos:

Looking east on Old San Carlos — what could be...

“Old San Carlos Boulevard is an active
pedestrian-friendly “Main Street”
linking Times Square and the marina
on the Bay side. The street is framed
with refurbished and new buildings
designed to flood regulations with
stores on the ground level. On-street
parking is available. Continuous treelined sidewalks and safe intersections
promote pedestrian safety and comfort.
The corner at Third Street has become
as a focal point midway between Times
Square and the Bay side, with “corner
stores” providing a variety of goods and
services.”

This concept and others were subjected to public scrutiny, and potential designs were
developed further, in the Old San Carlos / Crescent Street Master Plan, which was
approved by the town a few months after the comprehensive plan took effect. Along
Old San Carlos, new buildings would be placed at ground level adjoining the sidewalk,
screening parking lots from pedestrians. Second and third stories over storefronts
would visually frame both sides of this street and allow a mixture of uses within
classic “Main Street” buildings. Pedestrian spaces would anchor each end of this
street: a proposed “Bayfront Square” park along Matanzas Pass at one end, and the
fishing pier and the Times Square pedestrian plaza at the other.
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To make Old San Carlos succeed as a walking street, it must have wide sidewalks,
interesting things for pedestrians to look at while walking, and walkable destinations.
A conventional motel that promises ample parking for every guest would not work on
Old San Carlos; by consuming a great deal of space for parking, it would create an
uninteresting place for pedestrians. However, small urban-type hotels with limited or
valet-only parking are consistent with the building types and pedestrian orientation
contemplated for Old San Carlos (as shown in this illustration from the Old San
Carlos master plan).

Current regulations allow and encourage landowners on Old San Carlos to build
shallow two- and three-story buildings with small shops or restaurants on the ground
floor and with moderate levels of parking placed behind the buildings. The upstairs
space can be used for retail purposes, but most retailers do not believe they can
succeed if located upstairs. Offices are also acceptable upstairs, but thus far no
property owners have come forward with any proposals for office-only uses upstairs.
Restaurants are also acceptable, but parking requirements make large restaurants
infeasible. Apartments would be a desirable upstairs use along Old San Carlos, but the
town-wide density cap in the comprehensive plan greatly inhibits the numbers of
apartments that may be built here.
Small hotels or inns seem to be the economically viable engine that will spur the
replacement of the obsolete buildings along Old San Carlos in the near future. A hotel
with limited parking will market itself toward those who will arrive by taxi, or who
plan to walk for many of their trips, or those who will sacrifice some convenience with
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their car for a lively central location. With such hotels, the private sector will help
implement the town’s “park-once” concept (as explained more fully in the Old San
Carlos master plan).
However, the application of the equivalency factors for conventional motels arguably
applies along Old San Carlos, making it impossible for landowners there to substitute
hotel rooms in the same floor space they are now allowed to construct for office or
retail uses. The recommended change to Policy 4-C-6 would allow this substitution in
this very limited geographic area of about 10 acres in the hub of the “Pedestrian
Commercial” land-use category north.
Building sizes along Old San Carlos are now limited by the space required for parking
and by a maximum building height of 40 feet above flood elevation. In the new land
development code, there will also be maximum floor-area-ratios for new buildings, and
the current draft includes a more restrictive height limit that would allow (by right)
only a second and third story above ground-level shops.

SIZE OF HOTEL ROOMS
This proposal would allow hotel rooms to be substituted for otherwise allowable office
space along Old San Carlos. Office space is limited by building size, through a floorarea-ratio, and by minimum parking requirements.
A concern originally expressed by several LPA members was that if the town limited
hotels by their total square footage, rather than by the number of rentable rooms,
there would be an inducement to landowners to build a large number of very small
hotel rooms. (Everywhere else in the town, hotel rooms are limited by number, not
square footage, and as a result there is a seeming incentive to build large hotel rooms,
not small rooms.)
The current hotel regulations for Fort Myers Beach are found in Sec. 34-1802 of the
land development code. Hotel rooms as small as 120 square feet are permitted. When
Lee County completely revised its regulations for the unincorporated area in 1996, it
also kept this same 120-square-foot minimum size.
A minimum size of 120 square feet might be reasonable for a sleeping room in a bedand-breakfast inn or small urban hotel that provides common living spaces and shared
bathrooms. However, for a self-contained hotel room with private bath it is almost
unimaginable, as small bathrooms are typically 35 to 60 square feet and a double bed
alone takes up 28 square feet.
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The language proposed above would use a minimum size for hotel rooms of 250
square feet (for the special Old San Carlos regulations only), anticipating modern
hotel rooms without common living space or shared bathrooms. To understand the
effect of this minimum size, the illustration below shows three different floor plans for
modern hotel rooms in the 285-350 square foot range.

Minimum sizes for dwelling units are not needed because the number of dwelling units
is severely capped by the density restrictions of the comprehensive plan, not by this
policy. It is very unlikely that such a scarce commodity as dwelling units would be
used on substandard-sized units.

ATTACHMENTS: Aerial map showing area affected by this change
LPA Minutes from April 17, 2001

Area to be affected
by Policy 4-C-6
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